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Highlighted and underlined names and words should provide a link for more information.
OAKLAND MAGIC CIRCLE CALENDAR, 2022:
Tuesday, June 7- Phil Ackerly Virtual Lecture – See below
Tuesday, July 5 Amanda Nepo who fooled Penn & Teller- Visit her website. Virtual Lecture
Tuesday, August 2- OMC Stage Magic Contest– Members Only. Compete for Cash Prizes & Trophy.
We hope it will be in person. Details coming soon.
Tuesday, September 6- interclub Stage Contest and (hopefully) Spaghetti Feed. All Northern
California Magic Clubs encouraged to enter a representative.
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PHIL ACKERLY’s Magic with a Personal Touch
Zoom Lecture from the High Desert
Phil is tipping his hat and sharing a few of his original and adapted signature effects that he has
kept close to his “magical heart” for over 40 years. He will be teaching my signature effects; my
ways of personalizing tricks such as Newstear, Red Hot Mama, his take on McCombical trick,
and will share his signature birthday party effect. The focus of the lecture is personalization.

He will cover material for adult, corporate and family audiences. You will get inspired to
personalize your existing routines and perhaps add a few new ones to your repertoire. Phil will
answer any question you have about his magic, show construction, prop building, marketing and
sales and more. Come prepared to take notes.
Phil has written two highly entertaining books on magic aimed at children but popular with all
ages. They can be purchased in printed or Kindle forms here.
Learn more about Phil’s virtual and in-person shows for family and corporate events.
www.MakePhilApear.com
Listen to Phil Ackerly talking about losing his day job and then going full time performing magic! in “The
Successful PerformerCast.”
Watch Phil perform at the Magic Garage and many other videos.
Website;
www.MakePhilAppear.com
FACEBOOK
www.facebook.com/ackerly.entertainment
www.facebook.com/phil.ackerly
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Who is Phil Ackerly?
42 years ago Phil Ackerly performed his first professional show for the American Legion Post’s Christmas Party in Palo
Alto at their Christmas party. He explained in his Newsletter, “A gentleman from the Post called me on the phone having
been given my name from the owner of the House of Humor where I worked on weekends demonstrating and selling
magic tricks. I was just a shy 22-yr old kid. I did not have an act, but I loved magic, had the desire to learn and the guts to
say ‘yes” when they called. My stomach dropped when they asked me how much I would charge. I took a deep breath
and said, "ten dollars?" They said, we can pay you more.

I spent over $100 on magic visiting the House of Magic in San Francisco, and The Magic Touch in San Jose. I built my
own tables and a few props. My mom made me a red table cover with white tassel fringe. I rented a suit from the formal
shop, added some music and viola, and my act was born. I asked my friend, Mary from my work to be my assistant.
The show was a success. I performed the needle thru balloon that Doug Henning made popular for magicians having just
done it on his recent television show. I pulled out the three rope routine that I learned while working at the House of
Humor. I did a colorful trick with silk scarves and 45 RPM records. The family show concluded with a popular routine in a
magician's bags of tricks, "Hippity Hop Rabbits".
Born and raised in Palo Alto Phil followed a technology path into the work world. After graduating with a degree in
Electronics, he worked in various manufacturing and engineering positions in the ”high-tech” industry, but really was
drawn to the world of magic and entertainment. So during his non-working hours, Phil performed magic at birthday parties
and company events. Over time, Phil’s creativity and showmanship landed him first place awards from leading magic
organizations including the OMC’s Northern California Stage Magic Competition in 2019.
“I developed a Japanese magic act and a money act that were quite unique at the time”, recalls Phil. But his biggest thrill
at the time was performing at the Magic Castle. “Performing at the Castle was a real honor and an experience I will
always remember,” says Phil humbly.
After a round of layoffs at a company where he had worked for eight years in product marketing, he found the perfect
opportunity to turn his passion into a second career — magician and entertainer. “I went from a job in sales and marketing
to a career in magic — it was a lateral move,” Phil says with a grin.
He has appeared at Comdex, Networld+Interop and many other trade shows from Las Vegas to Atlantic City, and on radio
and television. Recently Phil moved from the Bay Area to Reno where he is finding new audiences with both in person
and Virtual shows.
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OMC QUIZ ANSWERED

Is the last newsletter we asked Who Is This Person?
The photo appeared here:

THE ANSWER is OMC Treasurer Marc McGuire.
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IS THIS FOR REAL?
Thanks to Jay Alexander for this goodie.
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OAKLAND MAGIC CIRCLE HISTORY
This is the first article that
an OMC historian has
prepared in as long as
anybody could
remember. My hope is
that some of our august
members will share
something from their
OMC collection in future
editions, and that newer
members might submit to
our Facebook page
questions they have
about the history of the
organization.
Our archives offer gems
like this one, from 1981.
Chances are that if you
are a magic fan or long
time member, some of
these names are familiar
to you.
Jerry is still working the
streets of San Francisco,
and though collector
extraordinaire Phil
Temple and close-up
giant Albert Goshman
have left us, Byron still
gives OMC members and
the serious magician
access to purchase from
the largest collection of
English language magic
books in the world.
by Kevin A. Madden (aka
Kevin the Cap & manager
of Magician Ash K.)
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PHIL ANSWERS FIVE QUESTIONS
1. Please tell us the first magic trick(s) you were proud to
perform and about how old you were.
It may have been when I was about 9 years old, my parents
took a trip to NYC, visited Tannen's and brought back some
of my first tricks; a Svengali Deck, Money Maker and
Vanishing Coin (on a wooden board). I still have them. The
force card in the Svengali deck was the 8C so almost any card
trick where I get asked to name a card, it is the 8C.
I would put on shows for parents' friends when they came
over for dinner. I would do What’s Next, Crystal Tube and
Nickels to Dimes.
2. And the first important magic book(s) and why?
Magic as a Hobby (aka Classic Secrets of Magic) by Bruce Elliott was a gift from my parents.
131 Magic Tricks for Amateurs by Will Dexter. A gift from my Aunt and Uncle
(Free download)
Why? Cause this was my only portal into the world of magic. This was the beginning and what I read, the
images I saw influenced my thinking of what magic was and could be.
3. If you were going to a desert island for six months to do a
deep dive into your magic what three effects would you take
with you to perfect? And what three books would you bring
along?
Does the island have internet access? Probably not…
Linking Rings, Ropes and Cups and Balls. I stopped doing
them years ago and want to work them into my shows again.
Three books….
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Book of Wonder 1 and vol. 2 by Tommy Wonder – Watch Tommy Wonder at FISM 1988.
Not specific but Biographies on people I admire.
And marketing/sales books.
4. You are planning a dinner party followed by your magic show. Among the guests can be any five people from
history (living or dead, magician or not). Who would you invite?
A few of my mentors and heroes that have passed away. Daryl for sure. I would love to sit down with him and
work on coin magic and hear him say, “And it instantly resets too!”
Also, Paul Burleson - a past OMC member and illusion builder from San Leandro. We spent hours hanging out at
his shop talking magic and learning new tricks. He was very inspirational and encouraging as I pursued my
career. I’d love to share magic and woodworker ideas with him again.
Glenn Haywood. I sure wish I had a chance to get to know him and spend time with him. He left us too soon. He
was the emcee for many OMC shows and boy, did he inspire me. I have an audio tape of his lecture at PCAM
1985 and listen to it every year.
I would also add Scott Alcalay to the party. He was always a man of kind words. We always enjoyed a laugh on
the phone. He always started the conversation with, “How ya doing.”
Bob Fitch - glad he’s still with us. (I better mention this as he is the only one of the 5 still alive!) Bob is a national
treasure and a real nice guy that is inspiring and a real lover of magic and the theater. I have learned so much
from Bob. And I am "all ears" when he lectures. Just watching him perform is an inspiration. There was a great
feature piece in Vanish starting on page 58. And you can listen to an interview on The Magic Word.

5. What are words of wisdom or advice you can offer for aspiring prestidigitators?
There’s no substitute for getting out there and working. Practice it until you can do it in your sleep. Build your
confidence up so you can do the effect and not think about the mechanics - but focus on the audience and your
delivery.
Write a script, or at least an outline and learn it. Don’t memorize it, but learn it. LISTEN TO EVERY WORD YOU
SAY. Really listen. Audio record yourself; not video, but audio and listen to each and every word. Cut out the
unnecessary words that only distract from the effect.
Starting out: don’t worry about your character or who you are. Just perform. Learn as much magic as you can.
You’ll discover your style and character as you continue to perform.
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Find someone that you trust for feedback. Don’t allow everyone to tell you what you should do. Listen to ones
that understand you and have your best interest in mind. Hire a coach, a director, a magic pro that you trust, and
let them coach you. Don’t speak when they are giving you direction. Don’t apologize or explain why you are
doing what you are doing - shut up and listen.

NEWS YOU CAN USE

Watch a documentary on the Museum of Automata in York (England);
For more films about Automatons go here.
Ten Creepiest antique automatons.
See more Magician automatons.
—------------------Watch Monkeys React to Magic – A compilation that is quite amusing. The comments are
interesting too. Thanks to Mark Tarses for passing this along.
—---------
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MARVELOUS AND THE BLACK HOLE
After a successful run at dozens on film festivals starting with Sundance and Tribeca , it is now playing
in theaters and available to stream. Blu-Ray June 7.
Sammy, a teenage delinquent (Miya Cech) befriends a surly magician (Rhea Perlman) who helps her navigate
her inner demons and dysfunctional family with sleight of hand magic. A coming-of-age comedy that touches
on unlikely friendships, grief and finding hope in the darkest moments.
“Fremont native Kate Tsang creates one of the most memorable angry teen female characters you’ll ever meet.
Thirteen-year-old Sammy (Miya Cech) is a rebel without a cause, angry all the time and barely coping after her
mother’s death. That starts to change when a magician (Rhea Perlman) pops into her life and shows her new
tricks about living with loss. Tsang’s perceptive first feature has a big heart but doesn’t cave to simplistic
sentimentality. It delivers a welcome story about two emotionally wounded characters helping each other to
learn to deal with grief.” Randy Myers, The Mercury News
“Rhea Perlman’s first performance in magician mode is spellbinding in the most charming, corny, and adorable
ways. Margot (Pearlman) shares with Sammy that her goal is to “make an audience feel wonder.” Gosh, does
Rhea ever achieve that and then some as her own character’s history comes into view. “ Don Shanahan, Every
Movie Has A Lesson
Read the full review.
Trailer
Interview with young star Miya Cech who tells that she and her co-star Rhea Perlman did most of the
magic themselves.
Kayla Drescher, featured OMC performer and lecturer ,was the film’s magic consultant.
Production Notes.
—----------------------
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Siegfried & Roy major estate auction at
Bonhams Wednesday & Thursday, June 8-9
in Los Angeles. See the catalog here. Look for
small “catalogue” link on the upper right side
of page. You can look at the entire catalogue
or download it for free or order a hard copy.
There are no props but costumes, posters,
autographs, furniture, art works and jewelry.
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Potter & Potter had a large Houdini auction on May 21. The earliest known photo of the master magician
performing a trick sold for $78,000.
Thanks to John Owens for this info:
Lot No. 1 - HOUDINI, Harry.
Earliest Known Photograph of Harry Houdini Presenting the Metamorphosis. New York: Feinberg, ca. 1892/3.
Full-length albumen portrait of Harry and Theo Weiss, later Harry Houdini Theo Hardeen, presenting the first
stage of Houdini’s reputation-making trunk trick, the
Metamorphosis. Theo stands next to Harry, who is
partially obscured by a cloth sack into which Theo is tying
him. Printed photographer’s mount, 6 ½ x 4 ¼”. Corners
clipped, chip into right side of image. Believed to be the
first known photograph of Houdini and his brother
presenting a magic trick. A rare and possibly unique
example of this historically significant photograph.
Provenance: Steiner family collection, passed to current
owner by descent.
BIDDING:
Minimum acceptable bid: $7,500
Estimated sale price; $15,000 - $25,000
Number of bids: 23
Final sale price: $78,000
Another early photo sold this week at Goldberg’s.
Upcoming on July 16 is The Collection of Jim
DeLoach with a wide range of quality magic. Catalogue
will be posted soon.
Their current auction is a pop culture collection including
#177. Superman Magic Kit. Bar Zim Toy
Manufacturing, 1956. Official Superman magic set, in bright pictorial box, the pieces retained in cardboard
insert with instructional manual at center, including multiplying balls, Disappearing Cards, Paper Stretcher
illusion, Shell Game, and others, seven altogether (complete). Box tender with tears and old tape repairs.

Scarce. 400/600
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—-------------------------Other auctions and collectible magic sites:
KT Magic- ongoing sale
Magical Collectibles- ongoing
MagicAuction.com- Flea Market Buy It Now current sale
Watch Dai Vernon’s Cups and Ball with about 23 magical moments (moments where something appears,
disappears, penetrates, etc.). It’s a classic.

BUILD YOUR OWN TILTING CLOSE-UP PAD MINI STAGE FOR $2
by Mark Tarses
I am always amazed at how many magicians come to magic shows to do close-up tricks and come without a
closeup pad. I guess they assume somebody else will bring one. If they do bring one, they usually have no way
to tilt it forward so people can see their tricks (not Cups and Balls though). Here is how you can make a tilting
closeup pad for $2.00, and it has a non-skid bottom so it won't slide on the table.
1. If you do closeup tricks, I assume you already have a closeup pad, a
closeup pad with a non-skid bottom.
2. Get a piece of scrap plywood and cut it to the size of your closeup pad.
1/2 inch thick plywood is good.
3. Buy a pair of rubber door stops. They sell them at Dollar Tree for $1.00
each. They also have them at Home Depot and all hardware stores.
4. Put your pad on the plywood and the plywood on the door stops.
Rubber door stops are designed not to slide around. By sliding the
plywood backward and forward on the door stops, you can adjust the
angle of the tilt of your closeup pad to whatever you want.
Don't give me credit for this brilliant, but simple, solution to this problem.
Magicians have been making tilting closeup pads for generations this
way.
Instructions for building several different premium close-up pads here.

MAGICAL RESOURCE OF THE MONTH- Charles Green III on Ionia
Charles Green III recently presented an illustrated lecture for the American Museum of Magic about the
fascinating magician princess Ionia. Jade joined him to discuss what it is like to tour with a big illusion show
and how modern women continue her legacy.
Clementine de Vere was an enigma wrapped in a mystery until Charles Greene III began to unravel her story.
How did this daughter of magicians amaze Europe as “Ionia” with a traveling show consisting of six tons of
equipment, then seemingly vanish?
Greene’s 330 page book has been published and you can learn all about her plus past and present female
magicians at Ionia Secrets.
His Magic Poster Gallery is rich with rare magic posters and videos of his presentations.
Charles is a popular corporate/trade show magician based in Washington DC. He also offers “Three Magic
Keys to Successful Presentations” workshops.
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Check out his website. A variety of useful videos are on his YouTube channel. Follow him on Twitter. And
Facebook. Watch his Ionia presentation at the Magic Collector’s Expo in Las Vegas.
And listen to Scott Wells interview Charles on The Magic Word podcast.
Charles is interviewed by Eric Tait on the Penguin Magic Podcast.

LAUGHS YOU CAN USE
We like to bring you a few chuckles. Bizarro (not the magician Bizzaro who lectured for us recently)
consistently has the funniest daily cartoons and sometimes they involve a magician or other variety arts.
You can go to his website and sign up for a weekly recap.
Here are two recent favorites.
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MAGIC IN THE BAY AREA
Many performers are having success with Virtual Shows and some are once again
doing in person shows. Support your local magicians.
Links for info and tickets are underlined and in blue or red.
LOCAL CLUBS, LECTURES AND MEETINGS
If you are a Northern California magician or club and would like to be listed here, please send
information to GaryMeyerEDF@gmail.com
International Brotherhood of Magicians Ring 216
The Wizard of Waikiki, CURTIS KAM lecture offered a terrific lecture on March 9. IBM 216
members can watch it anytime.
From David Martinez: ““Mark your calendars for April 13, 2022, to experience an in-person meeting
for the first time in over 2 years! We're working on some fun stuff, and we're going to have time for
open performances, food and social time”.
More info can be found on the club website and stay up-to-date on the Facebook page.
==================

Due to the resurgence of COVID, we are returning to online meetings for the next two months. The good news is that
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this change allows us to present "Delicate Deceptions," a lecture by Justin Miller, creator of over 400 marketed effects.

Learn more about
Justin ›
Join the Zoom call for
2+ hours of magic with:
· Coins
· Cards
· Coin boxes
· Loops
· Shadows
· And so

much more
Justin will share for the first time his ground-breaking creation/discovery Shadow Lapping.
Plus a 30-60 minute "Care to Share" session where you can show Justin what you are working on and Justin can give
his feedback and suggestions.
Craig Petty interviews Justin
Watch a video trailer for The BOLD Project..
DATE: June 8, 2022 - TIME: 7:30 p.m. PDT – HOW: Live online via Zoom
COST: Free for paid 2022 members of Ring 216 (see below); $15 for non-members
The Zoom link will be sent to paid attendees the day of the event.
If you have not yet joined Ring 216, the cost is $25 and is payable via PayPal to payment@ring216.org.
If you just want to purchase this one lecture, the cost is $15. Contact president@ring216.org to pay just for this lecture
Website

Facebook

Silicon Valley Society of American Magicians Assembly 94
Meets the 2nd Monday of each month online through Zoom.
Monday 13th of June 2022
Click here to join us through Zoom Meeting ID: 896 9951 1524 Passcode: 910131
Learners’ workshop: Twisting The Aces -6:30-7:20pm Pacific Time:
This month Kim will continue with this classic and intriguing routine that uses the Elmsley count, teaches how to structure
a routine, and provides more practice of the Elmsley Count every time you perform it.
Main Meeting :7:30-7:40pm: Club announcements & Update on the current thinking of the officers on when we might
return to in-person meetings.
7:40-10pm -Open Performances -Attendees will have the opportunity to perform their latest effects for the club in a safe
friendly environment. Reviews available on request.
Info and updates at Facebook. Website
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=============================
S.A.M. 112, Diablo Assembly historically meets the third Wednesday of each month at 7pm.
Write to Germar germagic2@aol.com to be put on the mailing list. The website needs some updating
but the basics are there.
Germar writes about a special gathering open to everybody:
“Hello everybody from SAM 112
This Saturday , March 26 at 6 pm we will have the first official meeting at my home, There will be
food, wine, and a stage for great magic; So please come and celebrate that we finally can have in
person meetings To get Germar's address please send him a text at 925 798 5664
You must RSVP by contacting Germar in order to come. After 2 years we hope to see you come
and perform great magic .”
S.A.M. 112 hosts the Society of Young Magicians where young wizards can perform and learn. It is
usually the third Monday. Zoom link.
https://hangouts.google.com/call/xHHXATtBTQk3NVLQGv3NAAEA For more information contact
Subash subashshibu8256@gmail.com. They love having other magicians join them to do a trick or
two and/or teach an effect.
Other info on local clubs can be found on East Bay Magic though it is somewhat out of date. Many clubs have
suspended meetings during the pandemic. Send us info about your club.
===================================
VIRTUAL SHOWS, LIVE SHOWS & LOCAL MAGICIANS
If you are not listed here but would like ot be, send your listings to garymeyeredf(at)gmail.com

The big picture of magician listings will be available on the website soon as a permanent page.
Here are some public shows we know are happening.

A Salon of Fine Wine and
Sophisticated Magic with Doug
Eakin.
An evening of wine tasting and magic
from past OMC President Doug Eakin
aka Doug McKay. At Doc’s Wine Shop
in Hayward.
Every Saturday from 4-5:30pm. Shows
are on hold because of the mask
mandate but check for reopening.

Jade will be headlining at the beautiful new Mystique in La Jolla June 20-26 and June
30- July 3 at Mystique in San Diego if you are in the Southland.
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Jay Alexander’s “Mind Tricks” is plays every Friday, Saturday and Sunday at his
reopened The Marrakech Magic Theater. Get tickets here.

The California Magic Club in Martinez is hosted by Gerald Griffin who presents Larry Wilson,
George Tovar, Kerry Ross, Phil Ackerly, and Bill Devon in June. Schedule here. Full
info here
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Alex Ramon opens on June 7 for a summer of magic at Harvey’s Lake Tahoe. Dates and tickets here.
News on Facebook. Zoom links are here
The Magic Patio in San Francisco features David Gerard’s “Signs” and Andrew Evans’ “Vodvil.”
Tickets and schedule here.
The magicians are back at Pier 39 in San Francisco. Look for favorites Glen Micheletti,, Chase
Martin,Patrick Livingstone, Frisco Fred Anderson, Merrie Mary, Jonathan Strange, and Kris
Bentz, Enjoy and support these hard-working performers. Free admission. Calendar here.
Christian Cagigal’s San Francisco Ghost Hunt presents Virtual Ghost Hunt Fireside Stories
with Magic, returning from his New York gig with the new play “Fat Ham” at the Public Theater on
July 21 . Check Ghost Hunt schedule.
MONTEREY MAGIC AND COMEDY CLUB- Website
March and April feature David Goldrake, Kalin & Jinger, Simone Turkington and Matt
Marcy in June.

Tickets to HARRY POTTER AND THE CURSED CHILD, the most
award-winning new play, are now on sale through January 8, 2023 at
the Curran Theater. Harry Potter is back—joined by his son Albus—on
a thrilling new adventure through time. Prepare for spectacular spells
and an epic battle to stop mysterious forces, all while the future hang
in the balance.
Watch the trailer. The cast brings you up to date video.
BUY TICKETS NOW

When you have an upcoming show or know of one in the Bay Area please Email us the
information to be listed. Include title and performer, date, time, location, a short blurb, website link, &
a publicity photo or graphic.
If you are not listed and would like to be included as a bay area magician let us know.
Email Gary Meyer, Newsletter Editor, at garymeyeredf@gmail.com

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA MAGIC DEALERS
Have you ever said, “I wish we had a local magic shop?”
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Well---we do and please support them or we might lose them, especially in this difficult time.
Some have social distancing in-person hours and all will gladly take your order on the phone or
from their websites.

MISDIRECTIONS MAGIC SHOP - 1236-9th Avenue (near Golden Gate Park), San Francisco. (415)
566-2180. Locally owned and operated by Joe Pon with a terrific supply of your magic needs,
lectures, private lessons and a place for magicians to gather. The physical store is open 12-3
Tuesday-Friday and 12-5 on Saturdays and Sundays--- with social distancing. They do mail and
phone orders. If he doesn’t have it, he will get it for you. Tell Joe that OMC sent you.
Weekly posts on Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, and Facebook offer suggestions for virtual
show effects. Gift Certificates are available (wink wink, nudge nudge) Get a 10% discount with any
orders of $30 or more if you are a member of OMC

Watch “Is this the last real magic shop?”
Read about April Halog’s visit to Misdirections.
Hoodline interviews owner Joe Pon.
=========================
BYRON WALKER BOOKS - OMC member and long-tine book dealer has about 4000 books in stock
covering magic, mentalism, gambling and bunco, juggling, and ventriloquism. He always stocks the
newest titles and has the rarest of volumes. This is a mail-order business based in San Leandro.
Byron will bring books to the OMC meetings upon request (when they are back in person) but for now
is doing mail order, has good prices and a deep inventory of both the newest books and hard-to-find
vintage volumes. He accepts PayPal. Call him at (510) 276-1854 or email byron.walker@comcast.net
Get a 10% discount with all orders of $40 or more if you are a member of OMC.
SHUFTON MAGIC- Local magician Steve Shufton has a virtual shop with several unique items.
Suzanne talked about them in her lecture. He tells us there are several new effects to be released in
2022 so sign up for his emails.
HOUDINI’S MAGIC SHOP - Beach Street & The Embarcadero, Pier 39, San Francisco The local
branch of a national chain located in resort hotels and amusement parks oriented to tourists but
always worth a visit if in the area.
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BOARDWALK MAGIC -400 Beach Street, Santa Cruz. Joshua Logan’s labor of love has an excellent
selection and demonstrators who are serious about their craft. Surprisingly good selection for a tourist
location and they will happily special order.
ZUCCHINI’S TRICK ‘N THINGS - Monterey Canning Company, 711 Cannery Row # H, Monterey.
Oriented to tourists with mass market magic, jokes and games but the demonstrators are having fun
and love a visit from other magicians. Worth a visit if you are at the Monterey Aquarium. 6/2022
UPDATE- Zucchini’s appears to be closed. Hopefully they will be back.
EVANGELINE’S COSTUME MANSION - 113 K Street, Sacramento A fun shop of over 4800 square
feet of basic magic tricks and a huge selection of novelty items, jokes, wigs and just plain fun.
Upstairs are two floors filled with accessories and every imaginable costume.
--------------------------------------------------------The greater Sacramento area has become a home for magic companies but you can’t buy retail from
Murphy’s Magic. Look at their offerings online and ask your favorite dealer to order for you. Penguin
Magic and L&L Publishing are also based there and Ellusionist is based in Petaluma, but they do not
have storefronts and are mail order warehouses only. They all offer informative newsletters and
occasional free stuff. But order their products from your local dealer like Misdirections.
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